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LatentIhreats to the National Security of Russion

V.Kruglov

In the article it is considered methods of finding aut the latent threats to the national
security of Russian Federation and their contents today.

Key words: national securitu? Threefold picture of the world, harmony, threats to
national security, stable development.

About the author: KRUGLOV Vecheslav Victorovich � senior scientific worker of
the Peter the Great Military Academy, doctor of militery science? Professor, the
Honored worker of the High School of Russian Federation, retired major-general.

Politikal and Legal regulation of National Security of Russia tiday

V.Makarov

The author considers the problems of political and legal regulations of ensuring
national security of RF today.

Key words: national security, legal regulations, system of ensuring national security,
subjekts of securing national security.

About the author: MAKAROV Vladimir Evgenievich � candidate of Military
Sciences, professor of the Chair of Social technologies of the Russian State Social
University.

What is a greater threat to the mankind: global warming, global financial and
economic crisis, or global degradation of morals?

Boris Gabaraev

The article discusses some virtual and actual threats to the mankind. One of the
highlights is the sentiments of the outstanding scientist and designer N.A.Dollezhal who
attached paramount importance to decency, and being deeply concerned about the
degradation of morals in the 20th century, urged to find the ways to rectify the situation
in the new age.

Keywords: Academician N.A. Dollezhal, global warming, earth�s atmosphere,
global financial and economic crisis, paramount importance of decency, moral crisis.

About the author: GABARAEV Boris Arsentievich � doctor of science,
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Criminological and Medical Estemation of Narcosituation in the Far East

A.Rolick

The author gives an analysis of narcosituation in the Primorsky Krai and on this
basis he makes a conclusion that in order to elaborate a complex of preventive



measures, directed to the reduction of narcomania and narcocrimes, it is necessary to
elaborate and adopt a legal act, setting for establishment of integrated system of
registrating deaths from narcotic overclosing.

Key words: narcotics, heroin, narcosituation, narcomenace, narcocrimes,
marcotization, narcodependance, overdoce.
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Genesis of multiparty system in Russia and the modern arrangement of party-political force

O.Mushtuk

Article of prof. Mushtuk O.Z. is devoted to the history of revival and development
of the multiparty system in Russia after August 1991, periodization is directly
coordinates to the ever changing practice of parliamentary elections and a permanent
toadying of the electoral authorities and political party laws under. The main conclusion
is that directed and tightly controlled processes of party-building by the tops take us
back step by step to the absolute rule of one party, situation we are trying to go away.
Peculiar to the new edition of the CPSU in the face of «United Russia» which is ready
to stand the other parties next to it (to preserve the appearance of democracy in Russia)
only as a «pocket opposition,» which doesn�t solve and affect anything.

Key words: Political pluralism, multiparty system, the dominant party, system
opposition, �pocket opposition�, conservatism, monopoly, �democratic decor�.
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Together with Army and People (Secyrity Services in the Great Patriotic War in 1941�1945)

A.Isakov

An article based on describes documentary materials the participation of security
services in the Great Patriotic War (by the periods of the war), it deals with the activities
of foreign intellegence services intellegence, military counterintellegence, territorial
security services, troops responsible for protecting, the rear of the fighting army, and
also drawbacks in the activity services.

Key words: foreign intelligence, military counterintelligence, territorial security
services, behind the front activities.
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On Potential of EU Eastern Partnership

J.Sedjakin

The article contains a characteristic of the EU program «Eastern Partnership» (EP)
as well as stages of its creation and consecutive introduction in the relations of Bruxelles



with the neighbors captured by this program: Ukraine, Moldova, Belarus, republics of
Transcaucasia. It is emphasized, in particular, that, developing EP the European Union
creates some kind of «added value» to existing structure of mutual relations with East
neighbors.

On the one hand, it is possible to consider this project strengthening of operating
European policy of the neighborhood, on the other one it looks like a new offer more
adapted for real conditions and opportunities of neighbors. Within the limits of
Partnership each country is considered individually in view of its ability and will to
take up obligations, however, the preference is given the countries which achieved the
best results in implementation of Plans of action and, earlier, Agreements on
partnership and cooperation. With them EU is going to consistently develop the
Eastern Partnership on each of four basic thematic platforms of the program:
development of democracy, perfection of an executive and control system, economic
integration and the regional policy. A start is already given to realization of several
so-called «flank» initiatives, for example, in spheres of the organization of borders
and development of energetic cooperation. It is noted, that Bruxelles expresses
readiness to also cover Russia with the EP program, � in case of Russia�s expressed
interest, � for example, on projects concerning to the Kaliningrad area. The basic
conclusion of the article: all the projects which are put forward in the EP framework
are aiming political purposes rather than achievement of economic goals; and those
political aims seem to pursue consecutive replacement of Russia from the Eastern
Europe as well as easing the Russian influence on integration processes in the post
Soviet area, in particular in the CIS countries.

Key words: Eastern Partnership, the European Union, the initiative of Poland,
financing, development of democracy, strengthening of the state institutes, control of
borders, helping small business companies, civil society, energetic security, an alternative
tool of EU expansion, regional policy, «flank» initiatives, potential of the stable
neighborhood, agreement on association, easing of external influence.
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The Afgan Conlict on Internationak Scale

A.Aydamirov

This article is devoted to the war in Afghanistan, in which, from one side, the United
States and the NATO forces, and from the other the radical Islamic movement
«Taliban» are involved. The centuries � old history proves that military victory of
external powers is impossible. The only hope for peace is the putting an end to the
armed struggle and the return to normal life for the longsuffering afghan people.

Key words: the Berlin wall, security zones, talibs, islamic radicals, international
terrorism.
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The South China Sea: a Long Road to Peace and Cooperation

G.Lokshin

The article of Grigory Lokshin based on the materials of the recent International
Symposium in Hanoi (Vietnam) is devoted to the situation in the South China Sea
which was considered by many most competent experts as a flash point of international
tensions in the Asia-Pacific. The problem of the territorial sovereignty on the islands
and the sea spaces with its huge resources remains unsolved and becomes more and
more dangerous. The real threat arises that the competition for the energetic and fishing
resources of the region would aggravate the conflict and produce a strong wave of
nationalism in China as well as in the other littoral countries and the whole process
would go out of any control. Just why, according to the author, the protection of the
stability and predictability of the situation in the region, assured by a set of broadening
confidence building measures (CBMs) and deepening cooperation in joint exploitation
of the sea resources and most important sea lines of communication (SLOC) becomes
extremely important for maintenance of peace and security not only regional but global
as well.

Key words: South China sea, Asia-Pacific, Spratly,ASEAN, security, cooperation.
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The national states in modern world processes

J.Boyko, E.Sadykova

Process of definition of bases of a new world order proceeds in difficult conditions of
interaction of the states. Article is devoted theoretical aspects of a problem of the
national states in modern system of the international relations. Influence of the steady
tendency of struggle of various ethnoses for own state identification on practical aspects
of realization of the sovereignty of the national states is shown.

Key words: The national state, The state sovereignty, Principle of the right of the
nations and the people on self-determination, Nation building.
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The international investment process and the state

A.Gorelik

Object of the article is investments process in the conditions of globalization.



Key words: economic, an investment stream, the investment policy of state
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International and legal protection of national minority rights

S.Dehkanov

The article is devoted to historical aspects of national minorities protection in the
international law.

Historically the understanding of importance of a minority rights protection has
found its place in the international law and national legislation of states not at once. But
since XIX century a number of international treaties on legal status of national
minorities have been concluded.

The national minorities, which are not having its territorial formations, live in many
states of the world alongside with the title nations. National minorities are an integral
part of states and maintenance of national minorities rights is an important basis for
any civil society.

The article review of historical aspects of International legal institute of minority
rights protection has shown a wide spectrum of international legal norms of both
obligatory and recommendatory character which adjust the international relations
between subjects of international law: the states and the international organizations on
universal and regional levels.

Key words: minority protection, international treaties, international law, human
rights.
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The Rumania�s participation in the world wars of the XX century*

H.Senyavskaya

The article deals with the problem of Rumania�s participation in the world wars of
the XX century and its perception by the USSR�s and Russia�s public opinion both � as
the ally and the enemy of our country. The analysis of the author stresses the estimation
of the combat, moral and political conditions of the Rumanian troops, which are
investigated according to the archive documents and contemporary memories. The
important significance in the article assigns a part to the attempts of the present day
Rumanian political guidance in the direction of rewriting the World War�s II history.

Key words: The World War I, The World War II, Russia/USSR, Rumania,
Germany, ally�s shape, enemy�s shape, hystorical memory, revisions of the past.
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